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Abstract. We introduce an approach to system development applicable

in arti�cial intelligence domain. It is strongly based on the subsumption

architecture invented by R. Brooks in half of eighties. It could be said

that the approach is an application of the technology originated in mo-

bile robotics to software engineering. However, a new explanation based

on the multi-agent systems consisting of so-called purely reactive agents

communicating indirectly through their environment is presented. More-

over some new issues related to a domain of software are stated. Finally

some philosophical aspects are discussed.

1 Introduction

There are some crucial features what today's software technology cannot provide
in spite of feeling that these features are typical for living systems like human
beings are. Even we have not understood living system enough to specify the
di�erence exactly. May be, the di�erence is both sharp and vague accordingly to
the level of description what we have used. Anyway when it is the vague one, i.e.
we do not need a new component but a better arrangement of the available ones
to overcome it, we can use an original approach invented by R. Brooks in half
of eighties, so-called "subsumption architecture" [3]. We do not give description
of the original approach here, because it is many years old, it is specialized to
domain of mobile robotics and we deal with completely translated explanation
today. However the idea is the same: we can build a system before we have
found its detailed speci�cation and structure and reveal the details by building
the system. This is in strong contradiction to today's standard procedure of
building software where it is preferred to elaborate detailed structure of the
system before its implementation. We do not dispute the manner but we take
for granted that the technique cannot be applied while he have not detailed
speci�cation. Since we have already outlined that we have not clear image of
the di�erence between living and (today's) arti�cial systems, it seems to be
inevitable to try di�erent approach. However, it should not be only di�erent, but
should be also reasonable. It appears to be reasonable only under certain non-
trivial conditions. Therefore, we specify the conditions precisely in this article
and describe an software architecture holding the conditions what we have chosen
and tested.



2 Bottom-up incremental development

Each software engineer knows that the only correct method of software develop-
ment is the top-down method and there are very serious arguments supporting
this opinion. However, if we build very complex system, we have to do it in-
crementally, i.e. we have to alternate coding with operation tests of the already
implemented part. Principally, the implemented system consists of many parts
and each part is fundamental one or it utilizes some other parts. While we use
the top-down development, we implement a part before the parts it utilizes.
Therefore, during the test of operation we have to replace some utilized but not
implemented parts by similar, but trivial replacements. It works well when we
have exact knowledge about the behaviour of the replaced parts and we can
relay that we will be able to implement the parts as planned. Further friendly
condition for the top-down development is that the behaviour of each replaced
part is not too complex, i.e. it is easy to implement the trivial replacement and
it provides a good approximation. Any violation of the two conditions decreases
the testing quality. As a result the global correctness is not guaranteed and im-
plementation does not pursue the speci�ed goal, hence the testing is partially or
completely worthless.

We doubt that the two conditions are hold within the research projects in
arti�cial intelligence domain dealing with complex systems like robots acting in
natural environment or their simulators. Even we could say that they would not
be hold also within usual software projects if production of behaviour as rea-
sonable as the human one is required. But it would be silly to say now: "Let's
use the bottom-up development instead!" Although the bottom-up method sup-
ports incremental development well, since all utilized parts must be implemented
before the utilizing ones, the development method brings disadvantages much
more serious than the problems mentioned with the top-down incremental de-
velopment. It is well-known that there is a serious danger that we can develop a
part we are not able to incorporate to the whole system later. Such part o�ers
an interface to call, but it does not �t our needs on the higher level, though there
is something related to our wishes inside the part.

There are two tricks to prevent this danger in the subsumption architecture.
The �rst one prevents inappropriate deployment of code among implemented
parts and reside in atypical decomposition of system to parts, so-called decom-
position by activity. The second one prevents implementation of inappropriate
interface of the implemented parts and it is the crucial idea of the presented
approach. Instead usual calls, where one code part utilizes the other by putting
arguments to a prepared interface and getting returned values, the approach
o�ers monitoring and a�ection of the utilized part. Thus the utilizing part acts
as an intruder instead of an user.

3 Decomposition by activity

This kind of decomposition prefers to design structure of the behavior produced
by the system instead of structure of its code. Designer has to de�ne individual



activities of the system what he intends to build and state order of their imple-
mentation. Each activity should be simple enough to be implemented at once,
within one step of the incremental development. This approach is advantageous
because designer does not need to know during analysis, how to implement the
code, which realizes the activities. He simply modi�es and tests a code related
to a new activity until a su�cient solution is revealed within implementation
phase. He starts from a scratch and modify it many times to prevent negative
results of testing.

In this way we can exploit advantages of the bottom-up development to
achieve a goal what we failed to achieve by usual approaches. Even we can
conceive this approach as a method for implementing prototype which can be
expressed later in usual code form. In this way we can overcome lack of our
capability to express all details of the problem formally; it is enough to be able to
recognize whether the system prototype behaves as required or not. For example
if we are building an "intelligent" system, generally we do not know, what does
the "intelligent" mean, but we are able to recognize whether the system produces
an non-intelligent behaviour during its testing or not.

4 Intruding instead calls

Because of the above-mentioned problem of the bottom-up development, the
utilization of the formerly implemented activities by the currently implemented
one is enabled by the intruding. Of course the arrangement of code realizing
individual parts must be chosen to support it. Regardless to the non-traditional
code arrangement, the only important fact is that there is no specialized interface
to enable cooperation of the higher-level and lower-level activities. Therefore the
way how to utilize the lower-level part (i.e. formerly implemented one) is chosen
during implementation of the higher-level part. Thus the problems typical for
the bottom-up development are overcome.

5 Indirect communication

As we have stated above, the intruding requires non-traditional code arrange-
ment. Originally in subsumption architecture it was realized by putting special
devices, suppressors and inhibitors, on wires connecting �nite state automata
modules. However, it is important only that the code is divided to communi-
cating modules and a module from higher level can monitor, erase or replace
messages traveling between lower-level modules. Convenient concept for such re-
lations is indirect communication where each two entities have to communicate
by messages through another entity, called environment. The messages are not
labeled by address of its receiver, but only by name of the place in the envi-
ronment where they are stored. Thus the environment serves as black board for
the code entities where they can write, read or erase their messages to agreed
position. Each such position is named and the name is only reference used by
code entities to address it (let us call such named position a block).



Under platforms with message passing and multitasking we can think of the
discussed code modules and the environment as communicating processes. In this
model the environment is a specialized server for interchange messages and the
code modules are its clients. Moreover all client-server interfaces are normalized
and the norm is extremely simple and tight.

Within this concept we can provide the intruding in the following way. Let
there are two modules in the lower level of our system. The �rst one writes a
message to a block and the second one reads it. Each higher-level module can
read the block, erase or rewrite it. In this way it can be informed about the
processes in the lower level. Using these information it can inhibit processes in
the lower level or exploit the lower-level modules to coordinate their behaviour
with the higher level as well.

Although using this concept of communication can provide the intruding,
the data ow from one code entity to another one is more complicated. The
main problem is how the receiver of message can know when to read the block
providing information written by the sender. In our approach we have solved
this problem su�ciently by special nature of the code entities. However, it is
possible to decrease this problem also by additional services of the environment
like triggers, priorities and FIFO data structures.

Another aspect of this communication concept is the form of the communi-
cated messages, i.e. of the data what can be stored in the blocks. In most of
applications it is su�cient to work with messages containing pure data bu�er,
i.e. the receiver has to know how to read the data. Another possibility it is to
use an type set, i.e. the receiver has to know how to interpret the data only.
Potentially, a communication language could be used, but the so-called ontology
problem is omitted here, providing correct interpretation of the communicated
data is up to designer of the system.

Interesting feature of our approach is that the message passing (and intruding
consecutively) could be imperfect. Potentially the sender can write two di�erent
messages to the same block consecutively and the receiver omits the �rst one
and gets only the second message. Though this loss can be minimized by the
mentioned additional services of the environment, it is usually desirable for real-
time operation and �ltering out of transient stimuli.

6 Purely reactive agents

Now let us focus to the communicating code entities form. We have already
mentioned that in our approach the receiver of a message written to a block
by a sender does not need any stimulus to read it. There is only one solution,
which can provide this: the receiver has to repeatedly poll the block looking for
the message. Therefore our code part is arranged as reactive agent, a process
which performs sense/select/act cycle endlessly. In this cycle it starts with per-
ception of stimuli (reading of blocks), selection follows (computing of reaction
to the stimuli), and it ends with action (realization of the selected reaction by
writing or erasing blocks). (For systems working with physical devices, there are



transducers providing conversion of messages stored in some blocks to commands
known to the devices and vice versa.) Moreover, several further restrictions are
imposed on the selection because of reactivity requirement. It must be real-
ized by a simple algorithm and no counterparts of sensed data expressed by a
representation language are allowed. Due to lack of representation language no
explicit goal is present, no planning is possible. Further important restriction is
that the agent is purely reactive. It means it must not remember any data from
previous sense/select/act cycle internally, it has no internal long-term memory.
(Of course, it can use a block in environment to store information for later use,
however, it is not guaranteed that it will �nd the data, because of intruding.)

There are really many restrictions imposed to the code entity. Under those
restrictions it is certainly more di�cult to express ideas by code. However, all
the restrictions enables e�cient intruding.

7 Architecture summary

Let us summarize the presented architecture. We have used multi-agent system
built from purely reactive agents communicated indirectly through environment
using its services as read a message from a block, write a message to a block,
erase a message from a block and potentially further additional operations. This
structure is built up using bottom-up incremental development, step by step
according to the former decomposition of the system behaviour to individual
activities. Within each step, several new agents and blocks are added to provide
a new activity. The new agents can manipulate the blocks stated formerly and
in this way they can control or coordinate agents implemented in the previous
steps of development. Thus the new activity acts as an intruder to the older
ones. Designer has to �nd such arrangement here, that activation of appropriate
agent at appropriate time is guaranteed. Each design of the new activity has
to be tested and corrected until no undesirable behaviour is detected. During
this process, designer is constrained by the requirement of purely reactivity. On
the other hand he gets a pro�t from intruding enabled by purely reactive agents
which are totally opened for such inuence. In each phase, he has a plan what
to do next, but only a vague image how to achieve it. He can undergo many
iterations to implement a new activity su�ciently. Therefore, we can say that
he rather re�nes than designs the system.

8 Architecture testing

Although we have tried to present a deduction leading to the presented architec-
ture, many of our choices seems to be obscure. It is because these choices have
been adopted due to experiences with many variants of the architecture used for
various purposes. Principally, we have used the presented architecture for three
purposes.



{ We have developed real-time monitoring critical-mission application for prac-
tice (it serves to monitor temperature on loops of nuclear reactor). Here we
focused to test capability of today's computers to provide su�cient compu-
tational power, since demand of the presented architecture is due to reactive
agents high. Further we tested capability of such system to undergo many
modi�cations. (It is fact well-known in software engineering that practically
no system can undergo never-ending modi�cations, though theoretically it is
possible.) Finally con�gurability, robustness and recovering from errors have
been evaluated. Since it was not arti�cial intelligence problem, we were able
to compare the results to similar systems with traditional architecture.

{ We have developed simulator of non-trivial insect behavior (making o�spring
of cerceris bupresticida). Here we focused to utilization of intruding to pro-
vide complicated behaviour containing many actions both in sequence and
in parallel.

{ At the time we are trying to develop system simulating part of mind to pro-
duce similar results to those achieved by probands in a simple psychological
test. It is very interesting that the imperfectness of intruding can explain
occurrence of some probands' fails.

All our projects are implemented under QNX4 platform, where real-time and
uniform message passing are convenient for such architecture.

9 General purpose agents

Unlike subsumption architecture, due to software environment, our architecture
provides named blocks instead wires. This is an important di�erence, because
we can build agents working with parameterized reference, manipulating with
groups of blocks with similar structured names, etc. Such agents do not di�er
signi�cantly from the ordinary ones in their code, but can serve for general
purposes.

10 Conclusion

We have presented a software architecture for building intelligent systems. It is
intended to overcome lack of formal problem speci�cation. It is based on

{ incremental bottom-up development
{ decomposition by activity
{ intruding
{ indirect communication through environment
{ purely reactive agents

May be, our explanation seems to be a long sequence of very big steps, but
it summarizes more than 6 years of our research. At the time we have a long
experience with the presented architecture. We have tested several variants and
we prefer the presented one.



Our approach is strongly based on excellent ideas of R. Brooks and is also
inuenced by work of M. Minsky [10]. Mind simulation by this architecture
is similar also to transducers and modules from Fodor's theory of mind. It is
question, if it is possible to simulate by this architecture only low level of mind
or also more. Fodor's arguments for central systems existence stated in his theory
outline that the architecture has very strong limits. However we think it could
serve to build many interesting systems producing behaviour what we cannot
achieve by any traditional architecture.
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